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Abstract—Vehicles on the road, where an Intelligent Transporta-
tion System (ITS) is built, can share a lot of traffic information and
drive more safely and efficiently through data sharing. Since incor-
rect information misleads vehicles and causes confusion in traffic,
a vehicular trust model is needed to check the message’s trustwor-
thiness while considering the vehicle’s properties and protecting
its privacy. In this paper, we proposed a two layered blockchain-
based reputation system, which consists of a local one-day message
blockchain and a global vehicle reputation blockchain. It can ad-
ministrate the reputation score securely and preserve the vehicle’s
partial privacy. The proposed model efficiently manages local traf-
fic information through the local one-day blockchain, reducing the
memory overhead of vehicles. As the vehicle’s actual identity and
activities in other areas are hidden by using one-time public keys,
partial privacy of the vehicle is preserved. According to the activity
of the vehicle, the vehicle’s reputation score is updated and stored
permanently in the global reputation blockchain. We also suggested
the location-based practical byzantine fault tolerance (LPBFT), a
new consensus algorithm for fast block generating. The LPBFT
lowers message propagation time through location-based primary
node selection and is about 1.4 times faster than existing PBFT. The
simulation results show the efficiency and the feasibility of LPBFT
and our proposed protocol.

Index Terms—Blockchain, security, vehicular reputation
management.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the development of autonomous vehicle technol-
ogy, a vehicle’s sensing abilities and communication ca-

pabilities have been rapidly improving. Based on these technolo-
gies, vehicles are able to generate and collect traffic information,
and actively share it with other vehicles and RSUs (Road Side
Units) in intelligent transportation systems (ITS) [1]. Sharing
data between vehicles in traffic networks makes it possible to
immediately respond to traffic accidents and establishes a safe
and efficient traffic management system.
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However, if there is a malicious vehicle or RSU in the data
sharing process, it could cause confusion that leads to dangerous
situations such as car accidents, by transmitting a false message
that does not match the actual traffic situation such as a reported
accident where none happened. This can affect navigation sys-
tems, traffic police, and actually cause traffic accidents [2].

So far, to deal with these types of situations, several vehicle
trust management systems have been leveraged to enhance the
traffic data trustworthiness and improve the vehicle’s ability to
judge message reliability [3]–[10]. In these previous works, A
specific vehicle’s reputation is determined based on the neigh-
boring vehicles’ opinions as well as its own past activities. This
reputation is used to measure its trustworthiness in future net-
work interactions. Through this system, vehicles can determine
a message’s trustworthiness. If a central authority manages the
vehicles’ reputation information, it may be a target for hackers
or have too much management overhead. To overcome the
limitations, reputation information can be stored distributively
through multiple traffic servers such as an RSU [7]–[11]. How-
ever, there are still challenges in synchronization, reliability
and trust service due to the possibility of RSU malfunction or
intrusion.

Recently, blockchain technology [12] has been gaining popu-
larity and interest for its application in vehicular trust models as
a way to overcome the issues discussed above. In the blockchain
network, participants share and store ledgers that keep the traffic
information and vehicle’s reputation scores. Blockchain tech-
nology guarantees data integrity with cryptographic techniques.
Many studies have been conducted by utilizing this blockchain
system for vehicular trust and reputation management [2], [13]–
[22]. However, previous studies have not taken into account
the characteristics of the vehicle network environment or have
problems protecting the privacy of vehicles and maintaining the
blockchain ledger efficiently.

In this paper, in order to guarantee efficient ledger man-
agement and address the privacy issues, we proposed a two-
layered vehicle reputation blockchain system consisting of a
local one-day message blockchain and a global vehicle reputa-
tion blockchain. The proposed model reduces the burden on
the vehicle by temporarily storing the traffic information of
the region through the local one-day message blockchain. It
also provides partial privacy to the vehicle by managing the
reputation of all the vehicles with the global vehicle reputation
blockchain. Because vehicles only use the traffic information
from the roads being traveled on, there is no need to know any
information outside the region the vehicles are in. The local
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one-day message blockchain is a temporary one which stores
local traffic information created for one-day and is destroyed
the next day. This allows the vehicle to store a lightweight
blockchain, reducing memory overhead and directly accessing
local traffic information. Since the reputation information of the
vehicle must be recorded permanently, it is managed long-term
through the global vehicle reputation blockchain where the RSU
is a full node. Whenever a vehicle joins a new local one-day
message blockchain network, it generates a temporary public
key from the long-term public key and uses it as a pseudonym.
This effectively hides the actual identity of the vehicle but shares
the accumulated reputation score. Therefore, they know the
temporary identity of the neighboring vehicles, but do not know
their actual identities.

In addition, due to the ever-changing and dynamic vehicular
environment, local one-day message blockchains require fast
consensus algorithms such as practical byzantine fault tolerance
(PBFT) [23]. To this end, in order to select a more efficient
and safe mining node, we suggest the location-based practical
byzantine fault tolerance (LPBFT) algorithm, which improves
the existing PBFT for the local one-day message blockchain. In
LPBFT, the RSU located closest to the event location recorded in
the message is designated as the primary node so that it can check
the trustworthiness of the message by sensing traffic data and can
immediately begin the first step of the consensus algorithm. We
simulated the LPBFT and our local one-day message blockchain
network by using the Omnet++ simulator and Python3 Idle.
As a result, we showed the effectiveness of our proposed
system.

This paper provides the following contributions through the
two-layered vehicle reputation blockchain system.
� We have proposed a two-layered vehicle reputation

blockchain system, which operates a local one-day mes-
sage blockchain and global vehicle reputation blockchain,
for efficient traffic data sharing while considering the ve-
hicle’s properties such as mobility and limits of memory
storage and computing power.

� We preserved the vehicle’s partial privacy by using the
one-time public key generated based on the actual identity
of the vehicle in the local one-day message blockchain. Al-
though vehicles have a knowledge of the nearby vehicle’s
reputation level and one-time account, the overall activity
of the vehicle would not be revealed to other vehicles.

� We suggested the new consensus algorithm, LPBFT for
effective operation of local one-day message blockchains
in vehicular networks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we discuss
related works for trust model in vehicular networks in Section II.
We propose our two layered blockchain-based reputation system
including the adversary model and security requirements in
Section III. We propose LPBFT algorithm and present a local
one-day message blockchain and a global vehicle reputation
blockchain protocol in Section IV. In Section V, we analyze
the security of our proposed model. In Section VI, we provide
the simulation results and performance analysis. We describe
conclusions in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Trust Model in Vehicular Networks

Previous studies [3]–[6], [24] proposed system models and
methods for vehicles to directly collect opinions and local in-
formation from other vehicles and then calculate the reputa-
tion of the received messages in vehicular networks. Engoulou
et al. [3] presented a set of local parameters that the vehicle
uses to calculate other vehicle’s local reputation. By adding the
local reputation and indirect reputation which the surrounding
vehicles compute, the vehicle can find the final reputation score
of other vehicles. Li et al. [4] proposed an attack-resistant trust
management scheme to detect malicious attacks and measure
concurrently the reliability of the received messages. However,
in [3] and [4], since the vehicle directly stores the reputation
scores of other vehicles in its internal memory, all stored in-
formation can be lost in the event of a vehicle breakdown or
security attack. Chen et al. [5] introduced a trust-based message
propagation scheme, which applied an improved cluster-based
data routing mechanism to gather opinions from the surrounding
vehicles. The gathered opinions determine whether the informa-
tion is reliable or not. However, their scheme requires additional
methods for electing an honest cluster leader and hiding the
linking of the vehicle’s identity and its opinions. Chikhaoui
et al. [6] used time and location data to determine the accuracy
of the received message, and calculate the reputation based on
the number of messages with the same content received from
other vehicles and their reputations. To preserve the vehicle’s
privacy, it applied ticket-based authentication [25]. Magaia et
al. [24] proposed a novel reputation framework for information-
centric vehicular applications using machine learning such as
Bayesian learning and K-Means clustering. Unfortunately, since
each vehicle has its own reputation table in [6], [24], it is
difficult to consider all past behaviors of a specific vehicle, so
the accuracy and reliability of the reputation information are
low.

Some methods [7]–[11] managed and stored a vehicle’s infor-
mation with the help of a third party such as an RSU. Constantino
et al. [7] designed the context aware reputation systems to detect
and respond to denial-of-service attacks. However, they did not
propose a specific vehicle reputation calculation method. In or-
der to verify vehicles’ message reliability, Oluoch [8] proposed
a distributed reputation model that applied a combination of the
vehicle’s reputation information and the opinions of surrounding
vehicles. The information is obtained when the vehicle requests
service from the RSU. However, the proposed scheme has
difficulty synchronizing reputation information between RSUs
in real time. Huang et al. [9] designed a distributed reputa-
tion management system. By using multi-weighted subjective
logic, they tried to update the reputation information more
accurately. However, [9] is highly dependent on the Vehicular
Edge Computing server. Therefore if there are a number of
vehicles in the area, the RSU may not be able to provide high
quality service. Tangade et al. [11] suggested a trust manage-
ment scheme based on hybrid cryptography (TMHC). An agent
trusted authority (ATA) computes a vehicle’s trust value based
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on the RSU’s assessment of the vehicle. As the ATA manages
all of the vehicle’s trust value, there is a possibility of a secu-
rity attack targeting the ATA. Muhammad et al. [10] proposed
trustVote, a crowdsourcing-based vehicle reputation system. The
model hid the voting score by using a homomorphic encryp-
tion algorithm, but it requires a high computation overhead for
vehicles.

B. Blockchain Based Trust Model in Vehicular Network

In order to solve the limitations of the previous trust models
described in the above section, studies about vehicular trust
models which store vehicle reputation information using the
blockchain for transparency and security are being actively
conducted [2], [13]–[19], [22]. As the blockchain continues to
grow, the participants, which act as full nodes, must have enough
memory storage to keep up with the growth and they need more
and more computational power for cryptographic calculations
for mining. To guarantee complete decentralization and the secu-
rity of the blockchain network, it is essential to determine which
participants will store and manage ledgers in the decentralized
blockchain-based trust model. From previous studies, we figured
out that blockchain-based trust models can be divided into three
categories according to this ledger management: 1) Vehicle [2],
[13], [14], 2) RSU [15]–[17], [22], and 3) both Vehicle and
RSU [18].

In the first case, the vehicle stores all historical blocks as a
full node, so vehicles can directly access the vehicle’s repu-
tation and traffic messages in the blockchain network. To the
best of our knowledge, Yang et al. [2] first applied blockchain
technology to a vehicle reputation system. The vehicles share the
blockchain ledger and store the voting records of the message. Lu
et al. [13] proposed a blockchain-based anonymous reputation
system (BARS) which used direct historical interactions and
indirect opinions about the vehicle as evidence of the vehicle’s
reputation. In the system, when the real identity of the public
key owner is revealed, the public key is revoked to protect the
privacy of the vehicle. The activities of the CA, which has
the responsibility of updating the certificate and public keys
of vehicles, are recorded openly in multiple blockchains, so it
can be monitored. Shrestha et al. [14] designed a blockchain
system with independent local blockchains in each country for
a scalable and efficient distribution of blocks. However, in their
system, there is a privacy issue where the activity history of
the vehicle is exposed to the public. In [2], [13], [14], since
vehicles run the proof of work (PoW) to mine blocks, they
have to consume a lot of power. So, the most advanced vehicles
may be selected as miners frequently due to the differences in
computational power between vehicles, which means the whole
system is not fully decentralized. In addition, vehicular network
participants must initially download massive blockchain data,
which is time-consuming and requires more memory as the
blockchain ledgers grow over time.

In the second case, the RSU manages a blockchain ledger
and stores the vehicle’s reputation score while the vehicles
send requests to obtain traffic information or vehicle reputation
scores. Kang et al. [15] proposed a reputation-based data sharing

scheme using a vehicle’s local opinions for data credibility.
RSUs create the blocks aggregating the vehicle’s sensing data
stored in edge nodes. Yang et al. [16] proposed a blockchain-
based decentralized trust management system, which applied a
new consensus algorithm combining PoW and proof of stake
(PoS) to make RSUs to include as many transactions as possible
in a block, so that real-time traffic information is shared quickly
in the network. Iqbal et al. [22] presented vehicular fog network
architecture for tasks offloading. RSUs assign task to neigh-
boring vehicles based on their social reputation score stored
in semi-private consortium blockchains. In [15], [16], [22], the
RSUs are miners in a fixed position, so a ledger synchronization
is more efficient than when the vehicle is the miner. However,
the vehicle must make a request to the RSU to acquire the
block information. That is why it is difficult to see a completely
decentralized system and to detect malicious RSUs. In order
to minimize the chance of a malicious RSU’s attack, Kang
et al. [17] calculated the reputation of a RSU based on the
past communications and opinions of vehicles. But, they did
not consider how to verify the reliability of data sent by the
vehicle.

In order to overcome the disadvantages of the first and second
cases, Kandah et al. [18] suggested a Global Trustworthy System
with a multi-layer blockchain structure. The platoon blockchain
in which vehicles participate as nodes stores the trust score
of the vehicle, and the global blockchain periodically stores
the platoon blockchain. The trust-bidding system is used as a
consensus algorithm considering the vehicle’s computational
power and mobility. However, the process for estimating the
score of the vehicle has not been clearly presented. In addition,
there is a possibility that a false message may be included
in the block because a miner vehicle cannot check the relia-
bility of the messages reporting an accident which it has not
witnessed.

In addition to ledger management, we must also consider the
privacy issues of vehicles [26]. Because of the transparency of
the blockchain, the reputation scores and activity history of all
vehicles are exposed to all participating entities. Luet et al. [13]
attempted to provide vehicle anonymity by periodically updating
the public key, through the Certificate Authority (CA). However,
this is an unrealistic method due to the overhead caused by
the CA issuing many public keys. Li et al. [19] proposed a
Creditcoin, which applied the threshold ring signature to blind
the vehicle’s message voting history. The proposed system in-
centivizes the vehicles according to their contribution in the
network to lead the vehicle’s active participation. Unfortunately,
it is complicated and time-consuming for vehicles to verify
this signature. Moreover, since it provides full anonymity, the
reputation information of neighboring vehicles is not known.
However, the vehicle needs to know the reputation level of the
surrounding vehicles because the reputation information helps
the vehicle decide whether to trust the message. Therefore, it
is necessary for the vehicle to know the reputation value of
the neighboring vehicles and at the same time preserve the
privacy of the actual identity of all the vehicles. Related studies
of blockchain-based vehicle trust and reputation systems are
outlined in Table I .
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TABLE I
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF BLOCKCHAIN-BASED VEHICLE TRUST SYSTEMS

TABLE II
LIST OF NOTATIONS

III. TWO LAYERED VEHICLE REPUTATION

BLOCKCHAIN SYSTEM

In this section, we explain our proposed system model and
describe how vehicles share reporting and voting messages in

Fig. 1. Overall model.

our two layered reputation blockchain system. We assume that
all vehicles have access to the location information and public
key list of RSUs located in their region. The list of notations is
shown in Table II.

A. System Model

We introduce the participants and blockchains of the two-
layered vehicle reputation system model shown in Fig. 1 such as
local one-day message blockchain and global vehicle reputation
blockchain. Then, we discuss the adversary model and security
requirements in proposed system.

1) Participants: The main participants of the proposed
model are vehicle, RSU, and certificate authority.
� Vehicle: Vehicles store a local blockchain ledger as a full

node, so they can directly read local traffic information. The
role of the vehicle in our system is divided into message
sender and message receiver in the local one-day message
blockchain. When a message sender observes an accident
or collects traffic information, he creates a message and
distributes it to nearby vehicles and RSUs to share the
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information. The recipient vehicles of the message can vote
on whether they agree it is trustworthy or not. Both message
senders and receivers can increase their reputation scores
through their activities in the vehicle network.

� RSU: A RSU is located across the road and has an obliga-
tion to mine and share blocks on both global vehicle repu-
tation blockchains and local one-day message blockchains.
The RSU is assumed to be an almost fully trusted party in
the proposed system. Even if the RSU malfunctions due
to security attacks, they are quickly detected by the nearby
RSU and do not significantly affect the whole operation
of the system. The RSU’s location is fixed and it has high
computing power. The RSUs validate transactions, which
are made by the vehicle in the local one-day message
blockchain, and blocks received from other RSUs. In addi-
tion, when the vehicle first participates in the blockchain,
the RSU verifies its identity and allows the vehicle to par-
ticipate in the blockchain, so the RSU knows the mapping
of identities and one-time accounts that the vehicle uses
temporarily in the region.

� Certificate Authority (CA): The certificate authority issues
digital certificates for a private key-public key pair, which
is generated by a driver, when he first registers the vehicle.
The certificates guarantee that the driver has ownership of
the key. The generated public key is used as an account in
the global vehicle reputation blockchain.

2) Blockchains: Two-layered blockchain system for vehicle
reputation is operated in a hierarchical structure which we are
calling Local One-day Message Blockchain and Global Vehicle
Reputation Blockchain.
� Local One-day Message Blockchain: As its name implies,

local one-day message blockchain stores transactions that
occur during the day locally. Local traffic events such
as traffic accident control and construction can last for
several hours, so vehicles participating in the area after the
event should also be able to get that traffic information for
efficient driving. Therefore, vehicles and RSUs store and
share local traffic information in the short term through the
local one-day message blockchain. The RSUs and vehicles
in the region participate as blockchain nodes. The region
of the local one-day blockchain means an area where the
generated traffic information has a major influence on ve-
hicles in the area. When a vehicle moves to another region,
traffic information of the previous area does not affect its
activities in its current region. The vehicle does not need
traffic information from other cities or faraway areas of the
same city when the vehicle is driving. Therefore, vehicles
do not need to maintain one-day blockchain ledgers in
different regions.
Due to the public nature of the blockchain system, even
though participants use pseudonyms, it is possible for
others to learn the ID of the real users or their personal
information by tracing the flow of transactions recorded in
the ledger. Particularly in the vehicle networks, the user’s
driving region and route are fairly constant. So if the same
one-time public key is used as a pseudonym in all local
one-day message blockchains, even though the vehicle’s

Fig. 2. A structure of transactions.

regional activity details are stored in different local one-day
message blockchain ledgers, the activity pattern of the
vehicle can be revealed by another vehicle. In order to
prevent the privacy leakage, in the proposed model, the
vehicle uses a different public key for each region and
day. When a vehicle tries to participate in the network,
the vehicle initially generates a one-time public key to use
as a pseudonym in the local one-day message blockchain.
The vehicle uses the long-term public key to generate the
self-signing certificate to sign the one-time public key. The
RSU can then approve the one-time public key in the local
one-day message blockchain.
The vehicle pays coins to do activities in the local one-day
message blockchain. Every coin has a unique ID and all
remittance history is recorded in the local one-day message
blockchain. The coin in our model is used for requests
and voting rights so we assume that every coin has the
same value. Each coin has a unique identifier, so that every
user’s coins can be easily distinguished. To use a coin, the
user must sign the coin to prevent others from stealing the
coin. A transaction in a local one-day message blockchain
includes a reporting message and a list of voting coins
showing vehicles’ agreements with the message. The input
of each transaction consists of a request coin, voting coins,
voted vehicle’s signatures, and uses the one-time public
key as a temporary vehicle ID. The total spent coins are
transferred to a nearby RSU, which records the total coins
spent in the output of the transaction as illustrated in Fig. 2.
When the transaction passes verification and is recorded in
the blockchain ledger, the coins in the transaction has been
spent.
The local one-day message blockchain newly creates a gen-
esis block at a set time every day and deletes the previously
recorded blockchain data. The block miner is the RSU, not
the vehicle, in order to prevent unstable communication
problems caused by the vehicle’s non-coordination and
absence. For a quick and efficient consensus, we propose
a new concept of consensus algorithm which is a location
based practical byzantine fault tolerance (LPBFT). Both
PBFT and LPBFT require the process of propagating the
transaction to other RSUs in order for the primary node
to reach consensus in the first pre-prepare stage. Before
starting this step, it is necessary to determine the primary
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node in advance. The PBFT executes the view change pro-
cess to select a new primary node, and for this, transaction
transfer between participating nodes is required. However,
in our proposed LPBFT, the RSU closest to the location
where the transaction occurred automatically becomes the
primary node, so the process to select the primary node
is eliminated. In addition, the consensus process starts
only when the primary RSU receives a transaction for
consensus from the vehicle. In order to proceed with the
consensus process between consensus nodes, the primary
node must first know the transaction information. In PBFT,
the primary node, which initiates and leads the consen-
sus process of transactions between RSUs, is randomly
selected. Accordingly, if the randomly selected primary
RSU is located far from where certain traffic information
occurred, it may not be able to verify that the transaction
of that information is accurate. On the other hand, the
RSU located closest to the accident location can verify
the authenticity of the accident by using its sensors such
as cameras, an accelerometer, and a lazer scanner [27].
The pseudo code of LPBFT is shown in Algorithm 1. In
Algorithm 1, h() is a cryptographic hash function that
receives a message transaction as an input and outputs a
hash value of a fixed length.

� Global Vehicle Reputation Blockchain: Global vehicle rep-
utation blockchain is a private blockchain in which RSUs
located in different regions participate as nodes. The RSU
periodically updates 9 the reputation score of the vehicles
according to the activities of each vehicle recorded in the
local one-day message blockchain as shown in Fig. 2. The
RSU sends coins to the vehicle when it creates a new
one-time public key. The number of coins used for the vehi-
cle’s activities is determined in proportion to the vehicle’s
reputation. Thus, the lower the vehicle’s reputation is, the
lower the number of coins that can be used. Therefore, the
updated reputation score of the vehicle affects the amount
of vehicle activity when participating in the next local
one-day message blockchain. While the RSU can read the
reputation scores of all the vehicles, the vehicle cannot
access the reputation blockchain information. Therefore, it
should request the reputation information from the RSU if
it is needed. The vehicle may indirectly know the reputation
information of the surrounding vehicles through the RSU,
but the RSU hides the actual identifier of the vehicle when
it responds to the vehicle’s request. As a result, the connec-
tion between the current vehicle’s temporary address and
reputation score is revealed, but the relationship between
the vehicle’s identity and reputation score is hidden. The
global vehicle reputation blockchain is a private blockchain
that only RSU participates in, so the PBFT, which is
suitable for private blockchains [28], is used as a consensus
algorithm of the global vehicle reputation blockchain.

B. System Design

Setup: Each RSU and vehicle generates a pair of private
and public key and requests a certificate from the CA. The CA
registers each RSU and vehicle by including a list of participants.

1) RSU Registration: An RSUj (j = 1, . . .,M ) chooses a
uniformly distributed random secret value skrj ∈ Z∗

q and com-
putes pkrj = skrjP . The RSUj sends pkrj to the CA for registra-
tion. The CA issues a certificate to the RSUj . Rj= h0(pk

r
j ) is

used as a unique ID of the RSUj .
2) Vehicle Registration: A vehiclei (i = 1, . . .,m), which

is to be newly registered, chooses an uniformly distributed
random secret value skvi ∈ Z∗

q and computes pkvi = skvi P . The
vehiclei transfers pkvi to the CA and gets a certificate for the key
pair (skvi , pk

v
i ). vi = h0(pk

v
i ) is used for the vehiclei’s unique

identifier. vi and pkvi are transferred to all RSUs.
Joining: To join the one-day message blockchain, a vehicle

must generate an one-time private-public key pair and create a
self-signed certificate for the one-time public key, as follows:

1) A vehiclei initially chooses a uniformly distributed ran-
dom value Oi

sk ∈ Z∗
q as a one-time private key and calcu-

lates a one-time public keyOi
pk = Oi

skP .vOT
i = h0(O

i
pk)

is a one-time account of vehiclei in the local one-day
message blockchain.

2) The vehiclei creates a self-signed certificate ci= (γi, δi)
for the one-time public key Oi

pk by using skvi .
� It chooses a uniformly distributed random value ki
(1 � ki � q − 1) and computes γi = kiP and δi =
(h1(Location||Oi

pk||T ) + skvi γi)k
−1
i (mod q)

3) The vehiclei creates the following packet and sends it to
the surrounding RSUj :

{Location, T,Oi
pk, ci, vi}
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4) Once RSUj receives the packet, it checks if Location
matches the vehicle’s real-world location.
� The RSUj computes ei = h1(Location||Oi

pk||T ) ·
δi

−1 (mod q) and ti = γi · δi−1.
� If eiP + tipk

v
i = γi, the verification of ci is successful.

5) Then theRSUj sends a local one-day message blockchain
ledger and a list of participating vehicles to the vehiclei.
TheRSUj checks thevehiclei’s reputation score recorded
on the global blockchain, and sends the coins to vehiclei
based on vehiclei’s reputation score. The RSU transfers
the same amount of coins if the vehicle’s reputation score
is 0.5 or higher, otherwise the lower amount of coins will
be paid proportionally to the reputation score. The coin is
used when the vehiclei generates a message transaction
or vote for received messages.

Deploying Transactions: The reporting vehicle broadcasts a
traffic message to more thanN nearby vehicles, whereN should
be more than half of the surrounding vehicles. Neighboring ve-
hicles, who agree with the message, send a vote to the reporting
vehicle. After collecting N votes, the reporting vehicle creates
a message transaction and sends it to the surrounding RSU.

1) Request: The vehiclei, which witnesses an accident,
generates ReportingM as follows:
� It chooses anRSUj , which is located near the vehiclei.

The transaction output txj
output is {N + 1, Rj}, where

N + 1 is the total coin value used for requesting and
voting.

� The vehiclei selects a coinIDvi
among his unspent

coins.
� The vehiclei chooses a uniformly distributed random

value di (1 � di � q − 1). Then it computesμi = diP
and υi = (h1(msg||coinIDvi

||T ||vOT
i ||txj

output) +

Oi
skμi)di

−1 (mod q) to generate a signature on
ReportingM , si = {μi, υi}.

� The transaction input txi
input is {coinIDvi

, vOT
i , si}

� A ReportingM is

{msg, vOT
i , coinIDvi

, txi
input, tx

j
output, T}.

� The vehiclei broadcasts this ReportingM to more
than N neighboring vehicles.

2) V erification of ReportingM : Each recipient vehicle
recipr (r = 1, . . .,m0, r �= i) validates theReportingM .
� recipr computes αi = h1(msg||coinIDvi

||T ||vOT
i ||

txj
output) · υi−1 (mod q), and βi = μi · υi−1.

� If αiP + βiO
i
pkis equal to μi, the si is valid.

3) Reply: If a recipr agrees with the vehiclei’s
ReportingM , it responds by sending a V otingM . To
prevent attackers from stealing the vehicle’s votingM ,
each recipr generates a signature Sr including txi

input.
� Each recipr chooses a uniformly distributed random

value br (1 � br � q − 1). To generate a signature
Sr = (εr, θr), it computes εr = brP and θr =
(h1(msg||coinIDvr

||T ||vOT
r ||txi

input||txj
output) +

Or
skεr)br

−1 (mod q) Then, it makes txr
vote =

{coinIDvr
, vOT

r , Sr}.
� The created V otingM is {msg, vOT

r , txr
vote, T}

4) Announcement: When N V otingMs are collected, the
vehiclei constructs a message transaction including N
V otingMs, then broadcasts it to RSUj . The message
transaction is as follow:

{msg, vOT
i , txi

input, tx
r1
vote, tx

r2
vote, . . ., tx

rN
vote,

txj
output, T},

where txrn
vote (n = 1, . . ., N ) represents the n-th recipr’s

transaction input.
Mining: For miner selection and block deployment, we used

the following proposed consensus algorithm, Location based
Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (LPBFT).

1) The RSUp, which is located closest to the accident lo-
cation recorded in the message transactions, becomes the
primary RSU to propagate the transaction.

2) V erification for Reporting V ehicle′s Signature:
The RSUp verifies the signature si of vehiclei.
� The RSUp computes αr = h1(msg||coinIDvi

||T ||
vOT
i ||txj

output) · υi−1 (mod q) and βi = μi · υi−1.
� If αiP + βiO

i
pk = μi, the vehiclei’s signature si is

validated.
3) V erification for Replying V ehicle′s Signature: The

RSUp check if all recipr’s votes in the message transac-
tion are valid.
� For each txrn

vote, the RSUp computes σrn =

h1(msg||coinIDvrn
||T ||vOT

rn
||txi

input||txj
output) ·

θ−1
rn

(mod q) and τrn = εrn · θrn−1.
� If σrnP + τiO

rn
pk = εrn for all n, the verification is

successful.
4) Pre− prepare: The primary RSUp broadcasts <

PRE − PREPARE,mt, h1(mt), T >, in which the
mt is a message transaction and the h1(mt) is used for
message integrity, to all the remaining RSUs. EachRSUj ,
who receives PRE − PREPARE, verifies whether the
signature of the message transaction is valid or not by
performing the above calculation from step 2) and 3) like
the primary RSUp.

5) Prepare: After the verification, each RSUj broadcasts <
PREPARE,mt, h1(mt), T > to all other RSUs. Once
they collect 2(M−1)

3 PREPARE, the RSUj is ready for
the next step.

6) Commit: Each RSUj broadcasts <
COMMIT,mt, h1(mt), T > to all other RSUs. Once
they collect 2(M−1)

3 COMMIT , which contains the
same message that RSUj received in the prepare step,
they add the transactions in the local one-day message
blockchain ledger.

7) Each RSUj broadcasts the newly stored transactions and
block to the nearby vehicles. Vehicles, who receive the
block, also share it with other neighboring vehicles.

Leaving: When the vehicle leaves the local one-day
blockchain area, the RSU updates the list of participants.

1) Once the vehiclei leaves the location, the RSUj on the
regional boundary can detect the departing vehiclei.
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2) The RSUj announces that the vehiclei has left the local
one-day message blockchain network.

3) The vehiclei can delete all memory of the previous one-
day message blockchain ledger and has to execute the
Joining phase for the next area.

Updating Reputation Score: According to the vehicle’s ac-
tivity history in the local one-day message blockchain, an RSU
updates the vehicle’s reputation using the beta reputation func-
tion [29] and records the updated score in the global vehicle
reputation blockchain. Each vehicle has different probability of
honest coin useH . A beta distribution beta(H|pos, neg), where
0 ≤ H ≤ 1 and the parameters pos, neg > 0, can be defined
using gamma function as:

beta(H|pos, neg) = Γ(pos+ neg)

Γ(pos)Γ(neg)
Hpos−1(1 −H)neg−1

The pos and neg are the count of negative and positive behavior
respectively. The probability expectation value of the beta dis-
tribution function is pos

pos+neg , which is used as reputation score.
The range of reputation score is [0, 1].

1) Each RSUj counts the number of coins stored in the local
one-day message sc and the number of coins not stored in
the local one-day message blockchain sc′ among the coins
used by the vehiclei.

2) Each RSUj calculates reputation score using the beta
reputation function as follows:

Score =
pos

pos+ neg

The pos and neg are equal to sc+ scold + 1, and sc′ +
sc′old + 1 respectively, where scold and sc′old are accumu-
lated counts of coins stored in the local one-day message
blockchain and the counts of coins not stored in the
blockchain total the coins spent by the vehiclei respec-
tively. Then it creates the reputation transactions rx to
update vehiclei’s reputation score as follows:

rx = {Rj , ACid, Date, TAC , vi, Score, T},
where ACid is a type of vehicle activity including trans-
action creation, voting, malicious behavior, etc, Date and
TAC denote date and time of the day the vehicle did
the activity ACid, Score is the newly updated reputation
score.

3) Before propagating the created transaction, rx, the RSUj

generates signature rj={ηj , ζj} on rx.
� Each RSUj chooses a uniformly distributed ran-

dom value fj(1 � rj � q − 1). And then it com-
putes ηj = fjP (mod q) and ζj ≡ (h1(rx) +
skjηj)rj

−1 (mod q).
4) Each RSUj broadcasts the reputation transaction, rx and

the signatures, rj to other RSUs.
5) By using PBFT algorithm, the new block, which stores

reputation transactions, is mined in the global vehicle
reputation blockchain.

6) Every vehiclei can check its updated reputation score by
asking a nearby RSUj .

IV. ADVERSARY MODEL AND SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we define adversary model and security re-
quirements. In addition, we discuss how the proposed model
works for the following security attack.

A. Adversary Model

In our proposed system, there are two types of adversaries:
malicious vehicles and compromised RSUs [16]. According to
PBFT’s assumptions [23], when the total number of RSUs is M ,
we assume that no more than �M−1

3 	 of RSUs are compromised
in our system. Adversaries can attempt to reveal the overall
network activity of the vehicle by mapping the activity history
and actual identity of the vehicle stored in the blockchain. A
malicious vehicle can report a fraudulent traffic message and try
to distribute it to the surrounding vehicles to cause confusion in
the traffic information system. It can also attempt to falsify the
contents of a message transaction created by another vehicle or
steal another vehicle’s vote. Moreover, a malicious vehicle can
create multiple virtual accounts for Sybil attacks as if there were
more vehicles than there actually were on the road. A bunch of
malicious vehicles may agree to forge traffic information and
then create a valid transaction which has a fake message. A
compromised RSU may try to deploy a false reputation trans-
action to deliberately manipulate a vehicle’s reputation score in
the global vehicle reputation blockchain network.

B. Security Requirements

The following security properties are required to support
secure vehicle reputation networks for the two layered vehicle
reputation blockchain system.

1) Preventing False Message Propagation: In the local one-
day message blockchain network, malicious vehicles can gen-
erate false messages and propagate them to nearby vehicles.
The system should be able to adjudge the reliability of traffic
messages and prevent fake messages from being stored in blocks.
To provide the requirement, the message voting process of
nearby vehicles is necessary for evaluating the trustworthiness
of shared messages.

2) Resistance Against Transaction Tampering: A malicious
vehicle may try to alter the message or coins stored in the
message transaction, which is sent by other vehicles, in the
local one-day message blockchain network. In addition, a com-
promised RSU may manipulate a reputation transaction, so the
system should be able to prevent the manipulated transaction
from being included in the blockchain. The system must prevent
any participating objects from tampering with the content of the
transaction such as the voting coins, message, and reputation
scores in both the local one-day message blockchain and global
vehicle reputation blockchain.

3) Preserving Partial Privacy: It is crucial to protect the
privacy of all vehicles’ previous activities that they performed in
the vehicular networks, such as message generation and voting.
Even if a neighbor vehicle knows a vehicle’s current behavior,
the neighbor vehicle should not be able to map all the main
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vehicle’s previous movements in the local one-day message
blockchains to its actual identity.

4) Preventing Sybil Attack: To prevent Sybil attack, the ve-
hicle must be limited to using only one authorized account in
the local one-day message blockchain. Moreover, the RSU must
be able to verify that the vehicle does not use multiple identities
at the same time.

5) Resistance Against a Malicious Vehicle Platoon: A mali-
cious vehicle platoon may deliberately vote on the wrong traffic
information and try to increase the reliability of the fake message
in the local one-day message blockchain network. The system
needs to be able to detect the fake message and prevent it from
being mined to the block and propagated in the network.

6) Resistance Against Modifying or Robbing Coins: The
malicious vehicle must not be able to modify invalid coins or
reuse coins which have been spent before. Moreover, even if the
vehicle knows the information of the other vehicle’s coins, it
should be impossible for the vehicle to use the coins.

7) Limiting the Activity of Malicious Vehicles: If an inappro-
priate behavior of a malicious vehicle such as dissemination of
false information and forgery of transactions is discovered, the
system must be able to limit the malicious vehicle’s network
activity in the local one-day message blockchain and impose a
penalty.

C. Security Analysis

1) Preventing False Message Propagation: The malicious
vehicle broadcasts a false message ReportingM , which is
different from the actual traffic situation, to neighboring vehicles
in the local one-day message blockchain. In order to make a valid
transaction with its own false message, the malicious vehicle
must receive a V otingM from more than N surrounding vehi-
cles. The malicious vehicle should collect votes from at least a
majority of the vehicles in the vicinity. However, honest vehicles
do not respond to the malicious vehicle’s ReportingM . Even if
a malicious vehicle accidentally collects enough ReportingM ,
the vehicle’s reputation will be reduced if it is found to be a false
message by the RSU.

2) Resistance Against Transaction Tampering: In the local
one-day message blockchain, first, a malicious vehicle may try
to forge the received ReportingM or the transaction of another
vehicle. If the attacker wants to tamper with the message, it
must be able to forge other vehicles’ signatures for the fake
message. However, it is impossible to create valid signatures
unless the attacker knows the other vehicle’s one-time private
key due to the difficulty of Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm
Problem (ECDLP) [30]. Second, a compromised RSU also can
attempt to manipulate a vehicle’s reputation score in a reputa-
tion transaction rx in the global vehicle reputation blockchain.
Nevertheless, it is quickly discovered by other RSUs who have
shared the same local one-day message blockchain ledger. Once
the compromised RSU’s malicious behavior has been discov-
ered, it is excluded from becoming a primary node in both the
local one-day message blockchain and global vehicle reputation
blockchain.

3) Preserving Partial Privacy: A malicious vehicle may at-
tempt to map other vehicles’ actual identities to their one-time
identities to reveal the vehicles’ entire activity histories. How-
ever, the one-time identity is generated differently for each
region and date, so the full historical information of the vehicle
is hidden from the attacker. Therefore, the proposed model
preserves the vehicle’s partial privacy.

4) Preventing Sybil Attack: A malicious vehicle may try to
create a list of one-time accounts for vehicles that do not actually
exist in the local one-day message blockchain network. How-
ever, when the malicious vehicle joins a local one-day message
blockchain network, the RSU verifies the actual location of
the vehicle and the one-time account for the vehicle by using
the vehicle’s actual identification (long-term public key). This
information is shared with neighboring vehicles in the local
area and other RSUs, which record and store the vehicle’s
one-time ID information. Therefore, if the malicious vehicle
uses an unverified account, it is easily detected by the RSUs and
neighboring vehicles.

5) Resistance Against a Malicious Vehicle Platoon: There is
a possibility that some malicious vehicles form a group to create
a transaction with false information in the local one-day message
blockchain. In this case, during the transaction verification pro-
cess, a neighboring RSU checks whether the information of the
transaction is true or not before starting the consensus process.
When the RSU detects the malicious behavior of the vehicle
platoon, the RSU broadcasts that the message of the transaction
is invalid to other RSUs. As the coins spent by the vehicle platoon
are not included in the local one-day blockchain, their reputation
score is lowered according to the beta reputation function and it
constrains their activities.

6) Resistance Against Modifying and Stealing Coins: The
malicious vehicle can attempt to reuse the coins that have already
been spent. Every coin has its unique identification number and
the history of coin usage is recorded transparently in the local
one-day message blockchain. According to the record in the
blockchain, if the vehicle uses the same voting coin twice, only
one vote will be allowed and accepted. It is also impossible
for the vehicle to forge voting coins because all voting coins,
spent by the vehicle in the local one-day message blockchain,
are originally sent by the RSU when the vehicle joins the local
network. The RSU and the other vehicles can verify whether
the RSU has sent the voting coin to the vehicle or not, and if
there is no transaction record, it is discovered that the voting
coin is a counterfeit coin. A malicious vehicle also can attempt
to steal the coin in order to cheat and use the other vehicle’s coin
as its own coin. However, the linking of coin usage is stored
in the local one-day message blockchain, as mentioned above.
Therefore, the owner of the coin is recorded in the local one-
day blockchain, and nobody can use the coins owned by other
vehicles.

7) Limiting the Activity of Malicious Vehicles: Once a vehi-
cle has done something malicious, there is a high probability
that it will repeat the misbehavior again later. To prevent the
malicious vehicle’s impact on the network, the RSU determines
the reputation score according to the behavior of the vehicle and
hands out the voting coins based on the updated reputation score.
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Fig. 3. Reputation score when coins, used by a high-reputed vehicle, are
included in the block at a low rate.

Fig. 4. Reputation score when coins, used by a low-reputed vehicle, are
included in the block at a high rate.

Assuming that the vehicle always uses 80% of its own coin, when
the vehicle’s reputation score is 0.9 and the accumulated amount
of spent coins is 300, the reputation score will decrease if less
than half of vehicle’s spent coins are included in the block. As
shown in Fig. 3, when the used coins of 20%, 30%, and 40%, are
included in the block and the reputation scores are recalculated
nine times, the reputation scores are lowered to 0.56, 0.49, and
0.42, respectively. As a result, although the reputation score
is high, if the activity is unconscionable, the reputation score
decreases. Vehicles that do not behave in good faith in the
network will have relatively few voting coins, allowing them
to vote with fewer ReportingM and propagate fewer message
transactions than other honest vehicles.

Conversely, if a low-reputed vehicle continuously increases
the amount of coins included in the block, the beta reputation
function can increase its reputation since the beta reputation
score is determined according to the ratio of the accumulated
amount of coins included in the block and the accumulated
amount of coins not included in the block of the vehicle. When
70%, 80%, and 90% of the coins used by vehicles with low repu-
tation scores of 0.3 are continuously stored in the blockchain, the
reputation scores all rise above 0.5 after six reputation recalcula-
tions as shown in Fig. 4. Therefore, even if the vehicle’s previous
reputation score is low, our proposed system can motivate the
low-reputed vehicle to actively cooperate in reporting and voting
to increase their reputation score.

TABLE III
PARAMETERS

V. SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we evaluated our local one-day blockchain
network through simulations to validate its effectiveness. We
used python IDE [31] and Omnet++ [32] to simulate the vehicu-
lar networks. We implemented our proposed protocol using the
Bitcoin-Python library [33] and Veins simulation [34], which
consists of SUMO [35] and Omnet++. We assumed that the
computing power of the vehicles matches a Raspberry Pi 3,
and the computing power of an RSU is the same as a laptop.
The parameters and settings information for our simulation are
shown in Table III.

A. Performance Analysis

1) Performance Analysis of LPBFT: In order to demonstrate
the efficiency of our proposed LPBFT, we compared Practical
Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) and LPBFT in the same simu-
lation environment. According to the existing assumptions of the
PBFT algorithm, when f is the maximum number of malicious
RSUs, the total number of RSUs, which are participating for
consensus, should be 3f + 1. While the primary node of the
PBFT is randomly selected, the primary node of the LPBFT is
flexibly selected according to the accident location stored in the
message transaction. In the simulation environment, we assumed
that the RSUs were placed one by one at regular intervals on a
long road, such as a highway, and each RSU could communicate
with the RSUs located next to it. We set up the total number of
RSUs starting from 4, when f is 1, and increasing up to 100.
The transaction verification time is a value obtained by assuming
that 5 V otingM are included in a message transaction. The
RSU’s transmission coverage is 800 m and the distance between
RSUs was set to 1440 m when the RSU is located so that the
transmission range overlaps by 0.8. according to the [36]. Each
transaction includes 5 V otingM in this simulation.

We first simulated the message propagation time depending
on how many RSUs the message transaction had to pass. We
assumed that it took 5 ms plus some random delay when the
vehicle sent a message to the RSU.

When using a PBFT, the vehicle creates a message transaction
and sends it to the nearest RSU, which then propagates the
transaction until it is delivered to the primary RSU. So, if the
primary RSU is far away from the nearest RSU to the vehicle,
the delivery time increases. In the case of LPBFT, since the
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Fig. 5. Comparison of LPBFT and PBFT for Transmission Time before
consensus algorithm starts.

RSU nearest to where the vehicle generates the message is
determined to be the primary node, the time for delivering the
message to the primary RSU is always constant. As shown in
Fig. 4, the time that it takes for the message transaction of a
vehicle to propagate to the primary RSU is always constant
when applying LPBFT, while the time continuously increases
when more RSUs are located between the primary node and
the vehicle when the PBFT is used. It means that the larger the
distance between the primary node and the vehicle, the longer the
message transmission process is in PBFT. Fig. 5 shows the result
of comparing the average consensus algorithm times of PBFT
and LPBFT in vehicular networks. We conducted the simulation
of PBFT by designating the fourth RSU as the primary node
and specifying different RSUs to receive the vehicle’s message
transaction each time. But, if we choose the 5th or 6th or farther
away node as the primary node, the message transmission time
will be increased. As shown in Fig. 4, LPBFT is more efficient in
consensus compared to PBFT in a vehicular network situation.
When the number of RSUs is 4, since the average time of
consensus is 0.0506 s with PBFT and 0.046 s with LPBFT, the
time difference is within 0.012 s. However, when the number
of RSUs increased to 100, it took about 1.26 s for PBFT and
0.72 s for LPBFT, which shows that PBFT algorithm is 1.42
times slower than LPBFT algorithm. As we mentioned above,
in the case of PBFT, when the vehicle transmits a transaction to
the neighboring RSU, the RSU spends time communicating until
the designated primary RSU receives the transaction. However,
LPBFT achieves a more efficient consensus process because the
RSU closest to the incident location becomes the primary RSU
for the incident transaction. For this reason, the LPBFT algo-
rithm appears to be a suitable consensus algorithm in vehicular
networks.

2) Complexity Analysis of Proposed Protocol: Among
blockchain-based vehicle reputation models, the previous stud-
ies that considered vehicular privacy are Bars [13] and Credit-
coin [19]. The Bars system uses the CA to reissue a public key of
the vehicle each time it enters the vehicular network, which is the
most simplistic way to handle the privacy of the vehicle. So, the
overhead of the CA to reissue and manage the temporary public
keys is quite high and quite time consuming. Moreover, it is not a
decentralized approach, but one that depends entirely on the CA
for barely adequate privacy. However, both the Creditcoin [19]

TABLE IV
COMPUTING OVERHEAD

and our scheme attempt to solve the privacy issue using a de-
centralized approach including RSU and neighboring vehicles.
So, we compared the time complexity of the two decentralized
approaches, our system and Creditcoin [19], while excluding
Bars [13], in order to evaluate their performance.

The results of the time complexity analysis are shown in
Table IV . We counted the number of elliptic curve point addition
operations required in each phase. It is relatively time con-
suming compared to other elliptic curve arithmetic operations.
Creditcoin [19] needs to generate the public key of the forgery
Identities to be used for the threshold ring signature and uses
the combined-public keys, which require the vehicle or RSU
to perform the elliptic curve point addition operations that are
the same size as the public key vector. The time complexity
of the request phase in Creditcoin [19] is O(cn), where c is
proportional to the length of public key. Our proposed model
uses ECDSA, which has 3 point elliptic curve point additions
for signing, so the time complexity is O(1). This means that the
increase doesn’t depend on the size of the number of vehicles; it
is always the same which is an advantage of our system. The time
complexity of both models in the reply phase is equal to O(1).
In the verification phase, since the signatures of the vehicles
that reply to a request should be verified, the time complexity
of the verification phase is O(n) in both Creditcoin [19] and
our system. However, in our proposed model, the RSU has the
role of transaction verification, while the vehicles, which have
relatively low computing power compared to the RSU, verify the
signatures of the transactions in Creditcoin [19]. This can also be
an overhead problem for the vehicle in the Creditcoin [19]. This
means that our proposed model is more efficient and practical
than Creditcoin [19] in protecting the vehicular privacy.

B. Simulation Results

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed local
one-day message blockchain network, we designed a virtual
traffic environment using Veins simulation and performed simu-
lations for highway and surface street grid scenarios. Transaction
signature time measures the time it takes for the vehicle to
sign the reply message in the Reply step. As we assumed that
the computational power of the vehicle is the same as that of
the Raspberry Pi 3, it was set to 140 ms, which is the time
it took to create an ECDSA signature by using bitcoin 1.1.42
library [33] in the Raspberry Pi 3. We designed the highway
and surface street scenario environments by referencing the
map of the Korean metropolitan area. In Fig. 7(a) is a map of
Seoul Oegwaksunhwan highway, (b) is a highway map drawn
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TABLE V
THE REQUIRED NUMBER OF REPLY MESSAGES FOR EACH SCENARIO

Fig. 6. Comparison of PBFT and LPBFT for Consensus.

in Omnet++ based on this. In Fig. 8(a) is the grid-shaped
Jeongwang-dong surface street and (b) is a grid map based on
this. In the simulation, the vehicle’s route was random, which is
generated using SUMO, and the minimum distance between the
vehicles was specified according to the vehicle safety distance
standard as designated by the Road Traffic Authority [37]. We
simulated four traffic scenarios: 1) heavy traffic on the highway,
2) light traffic on the highway, 3) heavy traffic on the surface
street grid, and 4) light traffic on the surface street grid. We set
the vehicle length to 5 m and assumed that this is a safe distance
between vehicles. By using these parameters, we could calculate
the maximum number of vehicles that can exist in each simulated
scenario. Since the safety distance changes according to the
speed of the vehicle, the number of vehicles was set differently
for each scenario. We simulated the movement of vehicles for
a simulation period of 500 s in each scenario and a random
vehicle broadcasts a new request message every 1 s simulation
period. To prevent a malicious vehicle platoon from generating
a valid amount of replies to a false request, it is necessary to
have more than a certain percentage (ex. 3

4 according to our
consensus algorithm, LPBFT) of the total number of vehicles
that can send reply vote. We define a credibility factor (cf ) as
the ratio of the reply messages received by the requesting vehicle
from neighboring vehicles to each other within an 800 m radius
of the requesting vehicle. This indicates the reliability of the
request message, and the cf of all request messages should be
set at 0.5 or above for secure message transaction generation.
We assume that if the cf value is more than 0.75, the message
transaction is sufficiently reliable and directly incorporated into
the transaction pool of the local one-day message blockchain.

Table V shows the average speed and safety distance of the
vehicle for each scenario, the number of vehicles that can exist
within an 800 m radius of the vehicle, and the number of

Fig. 7. Simulation Scenario of Highway. (a) A map of Jeongwang-dong
surface street. (b) A map of a grid-shaped surface street in Omnet++.

replies required. The verification time in the table is the time
required for a request vehicle to verify the reply messages. On a
highway, when there is a traffic jam, the average vehicle velocity
is under 40 km/h so the recommended safety distance between
the vehicles is up to 50 m, and accordingly, there can be at least
about 47 vehicles within an 800 m radius of the vehicle. If the
highway traffic is light, the vehicle velocity will be 90 km/h and
the recommended safety distance between vehicles is 100 m. The
expected number of vehicles that can exist around the vehicle is
then 26. In order for 75 percent of vehicles to agree on a request
message (i.e. cf > 0.75), the requesting vehicle needs to collect
more than 36 replies in heavy highway traffic and 20 in light
highway traffic. On a surface road, vehicles are spaced up to 35 m
apart in heavy traffic and 70 m apart in light traffic, according
to traffic safety guidelines. In order to calculate the number of
neighboring vehicles on surface roads, the intersection needs to
be excluded as vehicle movement there is irregular. Therefore,
there can be a possible 63 neighboring vehicles on a busy surface
road, while an expected 35 vehicles exist on surface roads with
light traffic. It is recommended for request vehicles to collect
48 replies in heavy traffic on surface roads and 27 replies in
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Fig. 8. Simulation Scenario of Surface Street.

Fig. 9. Request Success Rate in highway when the traffic is heavy.

light traffic on surface roads in order to guarantee that the cf
is over 0.75. The time needed to verify the required number of
replies in each traffic scenario is less than 3 s, which is acceptable
for protocol operation. The results of the simulation for each
scenario are as follows. The request success rate is the rate at
which vehicles have succeeded in collecting V otingM above
the threshold value.

1) Heavy Traffic on the Highway: According to the ITS
National Transport Information Center [38], the congestion
standard on highways is when the vehicle speed is less than
40 km/h. Therefore, we assumed that traffic on the highway was
congested when the vehicle’s maximum speed to 50 km/h. In this
scenario, we simulated 500, 550, and 600 counts, respectively.
The count is the number of vehicles that can exist in a 1 km road
per hour.

Fig. 9 shows the rate at which the vehicle successfully per-
formed a request according to N , which is the threshold of reply
messages from neighboring vehicles needed by the vehicle for a
successful request. If theN threshold is set higher, the reliability
of the request message may increase, but the probability of

Fig. 10. Request Success Rate in highway when the traffic is light.

collecting all N replies can decrease. When the counts are 600
and 550, the request success rate remains high above 0.95 until
N becomes 45. The success rate of 500 counts is slowly falling
under 0.95 where N is 45, but the request success rate remains
above 0.9. Therefore, if N is set to 45, a high success rate and
cf can be satisfied in heavy traffic on the highway. Due to heavy
traffic, the speed of the vehicles on the highway is low and the
distance between the vehicles is small, so it is possible to get
enough reply messages from neighboring vehicles even when
the N threshold is set at a high number.

2) Light Traffic on the Highway: ITS National Transport
Information Center [38] said that the standard for smooth traffic
is when the vehicle speed is more than 80 km/h on highways. We
assumed that the vehicle’s maximum speed is 100 km/h in light
traffic. We simulated 650, 700, and 750 counts, respectively.
In Fig. 10, when the count is 650 and N is 23, the request
success rate is barely over 0.9. Therefore, in order for the request
success rate to be 0.9 or higher for securely operating blockchain
model, N should be at least 23. According to Table V, for cf
to reach 0.75, the threshold value of N is 20. This parameter
is applicable to the protocol as shown in Fig. 10. In the second
scenario, it is more difficult to collect a large number of reply
messages because the number of vehicles on the road is smaller
and the speed is faster than in the first scenario. Therefore, when
compared with Fig. 9, N should be smaller when traffic is light
to keep the request success rate high.

3) Heavy Traffic on the Surface Street: The congestion stan-
dard on a regular road is when the vehicle speed is less than
30 km/h in [38]. We set the vehicle’s maximum speed to 35 km/h.
In this scenario, We simulated 400, 450, 500 count, respectively.
As you can see in Fig. 11, when The count is 500 or 450 on a
surface street, the request success rate remains high to about
0.9 when N is 48. When the threshold value is 48 or less, it
will satisfy a high success rate and cf in heavy traffic on the
surface street. Compared to the simulation results of highways
with heavy traffic, it can be seen that despite the lower number
of vehicles participating in the simulation, the request success
rate on the surface street grid is almost similar. For lattice
surface roads, multiple different roads exist in the radius around
the vehicle, making them easier to collect replies than straight
highway.

4) Light Traffic on the Surface Street: If the vehicle moves
faster than 50 km/h, traffic is running smoothly according to [38].
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Fig. 11. Request Success Rate in surface street when the traffic is heavy.

Fig. 12. Request Success Rate in surface street when the traffic is light.

Therefore, we assumed that traffic on the surface street grid
was light when the vehicle’s maximum speed was 70 km/h.
We simulated 600, 650, 700 counts, respectively. Fig. 12 shows
the request success rate when the traffic is light on the surface
street. When we set the threshold N at 32 or less, the request
success rate in all three cases (600, 650, 700 counts) is over 0.9.
Compared to the simulation results on light traffic in highways,
Fig. 12 shows that more replies are collected from simulations on
surface streets despite similar traffic. This difference is because
the speed of highway light traffic can be much faster and more
consistent than traffic on a surface street with light traffic due to
the lack of interference.

The simulation results for each scenario show that it is feasible
to receive a sufficient number of replies for the high reliabil-
ity of the message. The threshold value N should be applied
differently according to different road types, vehicle speeds,
and numbers, so RSU can flexibly apply the threshold value
N according to road conditions.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a two layered blockchain-based
reputation system in vehicular networks. By applying a local
one-day message blockchain, we fulfilled the goals of manag-
ing real time traffic messages effectively and protecting partial
privacy of vehicles. To support fast block propagation in a local
one-day message blockchain, we suggested a new consensus
algorithm, named LPBFT and applied it to a local one-day
message blockchain. We simulated highway and surface street
scenarios using the local one-day message blockchain system.

Its result demonstrated the practicality of the system’s appli-
cation in real world traffic situations. Through our proposed
system, vehicles share reliable real-time traffic messages with
each other, based on a reputation system that does not reveal
their true identities but still guarantees vehicle trustworthiness.
In addition, as vehicles continue to participate in the system,
their reputation scores change based on their activity in a local
one-day blockchain. The global vehicle reputation blockchain
stores the reputation score, which can be used as an incentive
for honest vehicle activities, and which can then be helpful
for operating a safe transportation system. In our two layered
blockchain-based reputation system, the reputation score of
each vehicle is calculated based on their coin usage. In order
to strengthen the trust level of the reputation system, we will
study the vehicle reputation model that considers other external
factors such as opinions of surrounding vehicles and vehicle
activity patterns for more accurate reputation calculations in
future studies.
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